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DESIGN PROPERTIES FOR CRANE RUNWAY BEAMS
INTRODUCTION
Part 13 of the Australian Steel Institute publication “Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel,
Volume 1: Open Sections” (DCTV1—fourth edition 2009) provides information on Crane
Runway Beam sections comprising a universal beam (UB) or welded beam (WB) section with a
parallel flange channel (PFC) attached to the top flange via welding between the PFC web and
the UB/WB top flange.
Table 13-1 of the DCTV1 lists the workable combinations of universal beams or welded beam
sections and either 380 or 300 parallel flange channel sections and for each combination gives
the dimensions and relevant design properties for the combined section.
There is limited guidance given in AS 4100 “Steel Structures” and AS 1418.18 “Cranes,
Part 18: Crane runways and monorails” for the design of combined section of this type. Since
the combined sections are used as laterally unsupported beams, the main source of design
guidance in AS 4100 is Clause 5.6.1.2 “I-sections with Unequal Flanges” and Appendix H
“Elastic Resistance to Lateral Buckling”.
Reference [1] provides an excellent coverage for such combined sections covering the design
criteria, giving a design example, giving design capacity tables and other background
information. Reference [2] discusses in detail a number of design aspects for this type of crane
runway beam and contains a design example.
Table 13-1 of the DCTV1 gives some design properties to assist in design to AS 4100. The
properties listed in the fourth edition have been unchanged since the first edition in 1991 and
comprise section properties about the principal axes as well as values for the torsion constant
and the warping constant. However, Reference [4] provides improved formulae for the
calculation of both the torsion constant and warping constant and provides a formula for the
calculation of the monosymetry constant.
For this Technical Note, the section properties about the principal x– and y– axes have been
calculated from first principles using conventional formulae and will not be further explained.
The second moment of area of the top flange about the y-axis has been assessed assuming
that it comprises the second moment of area of the PFC about its x-axis and half of the second
moment of area of the of the UB/WB about the y-axis on the basis that the when calculating the
second moment of area of the UB/WB about the y-axis the contribution of the web of the UB/WB
is very small. The section modulus of the top flange about the y-axis has been obtained by
dividing the second moment of area of the top flange about the y-axis by half of the depth of the
PFC.
For the torsion constant, warping constant and monosymetry parameter, Appendix H of
AS 4100 provides some guidance. Recent checking has shown that the current values for the
torsion constant and warping constant given in Table 13-1 of DCTV1 do not match results
achieved using Appendix H of AS 4100. Table13-1 of DCTV1 does not presently provide values
for the monosymetry parameter.
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Appendix H of AS 4100 is “Informative” rather “Normative” and accordingly a design engineer is
not obliged to use the information therein. The formulae given in Appendix H are general
formulae for monosymetric I-sections and as such are more suited to I-sections with unequal
flanges rather than the crane runway beam arrangement of I-section plus PFC combined into a
single section.
Reference [4] contains specific formulae for the calculation of the torsion constant, the warping
constant and the monosymetry parameter for the combined crane beam section and these
formulae have been used to calculate the revised version of Table 13-1 of DCTV1 presented in
this Technical Note as Table [1]. These formulae are as set out below:

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

A conservative estimate of the St. Venant torsional constant is given by:
J ≈ JI + Jc

where

J I = torsion constant of I-section
J c = torsion constant of PFC-section

Shear centre location (Fig. 2):
yo = y c −

tf + t wc
− a + e (Kitipornchai and Trahair 1980—Ref. [3])
2

a = (1 – ρ)h, b = ρ h

ρ =

l y TOP
l y TOP + l y BOT

=

l y TOP
ly

where ly TOP, ly BOT , and ly are the moments of inertia of the built-up top flange (channel +
flange of the I-shape), the bottom flange of the I-shape, and the entire built-up section about
vertical axis (y− y) respectively. With the channel on the top flange, as shown on Fig. 2,
value of y o obtained will be positive, indicating that the shear centre is located above
centroid.

top
the
the
the

The distance between the shear centres of the top and bottom flanges is given by
h = d − tf +

t wc
+e
2

The distance between the shear centre of the built-up top flange and the centre line of the
channel web and I-section top flange, taken together as a single plate, is given by:
e =

bc2 d c2 t fc
4ρl y

Warping constant of the built-up section:
lw = a 2ly TOP + b 2ly BOT (Kitipornchai and Trahair 1980—Ref. [3])
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Monosymetry constant:
⎡

⎛ ly ⎞
⎟
⎟
⎝ lx ⎠

β x ≈ δ0.9(2 ρ − 1)h ⎢1 − ⎜⎜
⎢
⎣

2

⎤⎛
b ⎞
⎥ ⎜1 + c ⎟,
2d b ⎟⎠
⎥ ⎜⎝
⎦

ly
lx

≤ 0.5 (Kitipornchai and Trahair 1980—Ref. [3])

where d b is the built-up section depth = d + twc , δ = + 1 if the top flange is in compression.
NOTE: The section properties for the crane runway beams in Table 1 have been calculated using the
actual calculated values of the section properties for the I-section and the PFC section and not the
rounded values of section properties in ‘Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel, Volume 1: Open
Sections’ (DCT V1–Fourth Edition 2009).
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(4) See earlier text for formulae

